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1. Introduction
Human-object interaction (HOI) detection plays a vital role in human-centric visual analysis tasks and provides deeper understanding of human intentions and behaviors [6, 10, 24, 31, 37, 41, 42]. It aims to localize the interacting humans and objects and then recognize their interactions. The interaction can be treated as a pair of human
actions and objects, e.g., riding bicycle. Given its combinatorial nature, it is impractical to create a data collection
to include all possible HOIs, especially when the action
and object category space becomes large (e.g., 400 actions
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It is difficult to construct a data collection including all
possible combinations of human actions and interacting objects due to the combinatorial nature of human-object interactions (HOI). In this work, we aim to develop a transferable HOI detector for unseen interactions. Existing HOI detectors often treat interactions as discrete labels and learn
a classifier according to a predetermined category space.
This is inherently inapt for detecting unseen interactions
which are out of the predefined categories. Conversely, we
treat independent HOI labels as the natural language supervision of interactions and embed them into a joint visualand-text space to capture their correlations. More specifically, we propose a new HOI visual encoder to detect the
interacting humans and objects, and map them to a joint
feature space to perform interaction recognition. Our visual encoder is instantiated as a Vision Transformer with
new learnable HOI tokens and a sequence parser to generate unique HOI predictions. It distills and leverages the
transferable knowledge from the pretrained CLIP model to
perform the zero-shot interaction detection. Experiments on
two datasets, SWIG-HOI and HICO-DET, validate that our
proposed method can achieve a notable mAP improvement
on detecting both seen and unseen HOIs. Our code is available at https://github.com/scwangdyd/promting_
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(b) HOI Detector with Joint Visual-and-Text Modeling

Figure 1. (a) Most existing HOI detectors classify the novel interactions in a predetermined manner. They are difficult to handle
novel interactions that are out of the predefined list. (b) We aim to
develop a transferable HOI detector via joint visual-and-text modeling which is more suitable to handle unseen interactions. Given
an image, the visual encoder detects the interacting humans and
objects and maps them into the joint space (e.g., the blue square).
We then conduct the nearest search among text features (triangles)
for HOI recognition.

and 1000 objects in SWIG-HOI [47]). This motivates us
to study a transferable HOI detector which can be readily
extended to numerous potential unseen interactions.
Recent works [2, 15, 17, 21] have used compositional
learning to enhance the generalization ability of HOI detectors on unseen interactions. Their core idea is to decompose the interaction into an action and an object, and
conduct data augmentation to generate new combinations
of actions and objects [15–17]. However, there is a basic
assumption - the list of unseen interactions is available, so
that specific samples of interactions can be generated from
existing ones accordingly. However, it is still an open problem how to automatically determine the validity of the generated interactions without any given priors. In this sense,
existing methods are only suitable for predetermined cases
but not transferable to other unseen interactions.
In this paper, we aim to train a transferable HOI detector without assuming any priors for the unseen interactions.

Figure 1 shows the main difference of our method with existing solutions. Notably, most previous works use discrete
labels to learn a classifier with a fixed size of weights. This
predetermined setting limits their generalizability and efficacy since it cannot handle any novel HOIs out of the predefined list. Motivated by the recent success of CLIP [35],
we transform independent one-hot HOI labels into natural
language supervision by joint visual-and-text modeling. In
this way, we can reformulate HOI detection as a visual-totext matching problem and enable the recognition for the
unseen interactions.
Specifically, we propose a new one-stage HOI detector
comprising one visual encoder and one text encoder. For
the visual encoder, we present (1) a novel HOI Vision Transformer by designing additional [HOI] tokens and (2) a sequence parser module to encourage the unique HOI detections in the image. We take the output from the final layer
with respect to [HOI] tokens as the representation of interactions. Then, we feed them into two heads for the bounding box regression and interaction recognition, respectively.
We use a regressor to predict the bounding boxes of interacting humans and objects, and estimate a confidence score
for the prediction. Furthermore, we project the visual feature to the joint visual-and-text feature space to search for
the nearest interaction labels embedded by the text encoder.
The interaction category is typically defined as a pair of
actions and objects. Instead of treating them as discrete labels, we aim to build natural language supervision using
the action and object names and encode them to the joint
visual-and-text space to explore their semantic correlations.
Recent works [35, 54] have shown that the context words
surrounding the class name can significantly influence the
recognition accuracy. In our case, it becomes more complex and may require different sentence formats from case
to case. For example, given an action “riding” and an object “bicycle”, we can form a sentence like “a photo of a
person riding bicycle”. However, given an action “fishing”
and an object “fishing pole”, it does not make sense for the
sentence, “a photo of a person fishing fishing pole”. To facilitate the text generation, we propose an automated way
to form the sentence using learnable tokens to replace the
manually determined words. This brings in more generalized results for both seen and unseen interactions.
Our contributions are summarized below. (1) We reformulate the HOI detection as a visual-to-text matching
problem and enable the detection of unseen interactions.
(2) We propose a new one-stage HOI detector with the Vision Transformer by designing additional HOI tokens and a
HOI sequence parser to jointly detect humans and objects
and recognize their interaction. (3) Experiments on two
datasets, HICO-DET and SWIG-HOI, validate that the proposed method can achieve state-of-the-art results on HOI
detection, especially for unseen interactions.

2. Related Work
Generic HOI detection The standard HOI detection [8,
11, 12, 25, 34, 49, 51] mainly focuses on the known interactions. Existing methods can be roughly divided into two
groups, one-stage methods [9, 22, 28, 48, 50] and two-stage
methods [14, 27, 43, 45, 52, 55, 56]. Two-stage methods usually apply an offline object detector to first detect humans
and objects, and then feed detected boxes into an interaction model for classification. Without the need for endto-end training with object detector, the second stage usually uses a more sophisticated architecture to analyze the
relations among the detected bounding boxes, e.g., multisteams [12, 14, 26] or graphs [11, 34, 52, 53]. Besides, it is
advantageous to consider other information to assist the interaction recognition, e.g., human pose [8, 27, 45], spatial
distribution [43, 53], etc. Compared with two-stage methods, one-stage methods aim to use one model to jointly
detect the bounding boxes and recognize the interactions.
Early one-stage detectors [9, 28, 50] often apply a parallel structure to simultaneously generate the bounding box
candidates and predict the interacting points or pairs, followed by a matching step to form the final HOI predictions. Recent works [5, 23, 40, 57] formulate the HOI detection as a set prediction problem and have proposed various
Transformer-based detectors [3].
Novel HOI detection Given the large combinatorial category space of interactions, it is challenging to build a data
collection including all possible categories. Several recent
works [18, 29, 32, 48] have studied how to handle the novel
or zero-shot HOIs. Based on whether the target object is
known, novel interactions can be roughly divided into two
types. The first type is the novel combinations between the
known actions and known objects [15,17,29]. Contrast this,
it is more challenging to detect unseen interactions with
novel objects [16, 18, 48]. Some works have proposed to
use semantic word embeddings [2, 29, 48] to assist the zeroshot recognition. But different from our method, they still
rely on a predetermined classifier that is difficult to handle
other unseen interactions out of the predefined list.
Natural language supervision Vision-language pretraining has recently emerged as a promising approach for
image [19,35] and video understanding [46]. Different from
the traditional way of using discrete labels, it provides a
new paradigm to perform recognition based on visual and
text feature alignment. It naturally suits the use of zero-shot
transfer for various downstream tasks [39]. Recent works
have also explored how to use the transferable knowledge
of pretrained models to address visual question answering
(VQA) [20], zero-shot object detection [13], and image captioning [39], etc. Motivated by their works, we aim to explore how to learn a transferable HOI detector based on natural language supervision.
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Figure 2. The architecture of our proposed one-stage transferable HOI detector. It consists of one HOI visual encoder and a text encoder.
To ease the generation of raw text description of interactions, we use a set of learnable tokens [PREFIX] and [CONJUN] to automatically
learn the sentence format rather than using manually defined context words. The visual encoder is instantiated as a Vision Transformer.
We append new [HOI] tokens in the input sequence and propose an HOI sequence parser to detect multiple interactions in the image.
The visual encoder detects the bounding boxes of interacting humans and objects and maps them to the joint visual-and-text feature space,
where we can apply the nearest search with text features to recognize the interaction category.

3. Methodology
We address the problem of human-object interaction
(HOI) detection and aim to develop a transferable detector
that can handle unseen interactions. Formally, we define the
interaction as a tuple {(bp , bo , a, o)}, where bp , bo ∈ R4 indicates the bounding box of interacting humans and objects,
a ∈ A = {1, . . . , A} represents the human action, and
o ∈ O = {1, . . . , C} denotes the object category. Due to
the combinatorial nature of interactions, it is impractical to
form a data collection including all possible combinations
of actions and objects, especially when A and O cover a
large space (e.g., around 400 actions and 1000 objects in
SWiG-HOI [47]). Similar to previous works [2, 15, 16],
we focus on the generalized zero-shot interaction detection setup. Specifically, we assume that both A and O are
known but only partial combinations between them can be
observed during the training. At inference, we would like to
detect both the seen and unseen human-object interactions.

3.1. Preliminary: Visual-and-Text Modeling
The classical approach for recognition tasks is to learn
a visual classifier that maps the image input to a fixed set
of discrete labels. Such a treatment is inherently difficult to
handle the unseen categories which are out of the original
label set. To address this issue for HOI detection, existing works [2, 15, 16, 38] often rely on compositional learning. The core idea is to decompose HOIs into separate action and object components. For the classifier level decomposition, it assumes that a and o are independent and approximates p(a, o) as p(a) · p(o), where p(·) denotes the

confidence score. However, this method fails to model the
action-object correlations. Besides, it is error-prone when
the human subject performs multiple interactions with different objects. To better model the joint distribution, recent
works [2, 15, 16] propose to fill in the missing interactions
via data generation. However, these methods need to predetermine the categories of unseen interactions so that specific
samples can be generated during the training. This makes it
still difficult to handle other unseen interactions that are out
of the predefined list.
In this work, we explore recognizing interactions based
on their text description. Motivated by CLIP [35], we aim to
learn a joint visual-and-text feature space such that the HOIs
in image and associated text description can be well aligned.
There are two advantages. First, different from seeing interactions as discrete labels, we can leverage the semantic similarity among interactions to eliminate the challenges of unseen interaction recognition. Second, compared with learning a classifier with a fixed label set, this way is more flexible to perform the zero-shot tasks, since we can conduct
the nearest search in the joint feature space to link the unseen visual concept with its raw text description. To examine whether this idea works for the HOI detection task, we
start with CLIP [35], which has learned a good visual-andtext reference from a large collection of image-text pairs
and shown great success on various zero-shot recognition
tasks [13, 39].
It should be noted that CLIP is originally designed for
image-level recognition, while we aim to detect the bounding boxes of interacting humans and objects and perform
instance-level interaction recognition. As a preliminary

Table 1. Preliminary studies on HICO-DET dataset. We implement a simple baseline using a pretrained object detector and CLIP
to conduct the HOI detection task. It shows that the baseline can
achieve a promising result on unseen interactions, even without
any tuning on HICO-DET.
No tuning
Shen, WACV18 [38]
FG, AAAI20 [2]
VCL, ECCV20 [15]
ATL, CVPR21 [16]
FCL, CVPR21 [17]
Pretrained detector + CLIP

✓

Unseen
5.62
10.93
10.06
9.18
13.16
13.42

Seen
12.60
24.28
24.67
24.23
15.10

Full
6.26
12.26
21.43
21.57
22.01
14.76

study, we implement a simple baseline by combining CLIP
with an off-the-shelf object detector. Specifically, we use
the pretrained Faster RCNN [36] to produce the bounding
boxes. Then, we pair every human with an object box and
crop their union region as the input of the CLIP visual encoder. To construct the raw text description of interactions,
we follow [35] to generate the sentence as “a photo of a person [ACT] [OBJ]”, where [ACT] and [OBJ] can be replaced by the action and object category name respectively,
e.g., riding horse, lassoing cow, etc. Table 1 compares its
performance with state-of-the-art methods on HICO-DET
dataset [4] using the standard mAP evaluation metric. We
observe that such a simple baseline can achieve a promising result on unseen interactions, even without any tuning
on the target dataset. Motivated by this result, we further
explore if we can reformulate the HOI detection problem in
the manner of visual-and-language modeling like CLIP and
learn a one-stage HOI detector that is transferable to unseen
interactions.

3.2. The Proposed Method
Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of our proposed
HOI detector. It mainly consists of an HOI visual encoder and a text encoder. The visual encoder takes as
input an RGB image and outputs a set of predictions,
{(h, c, bp , bo )}, where h ∈ RD denotes the feature representation of interactions, bp , bo ∈ R4 denotes the bounding
boxes of interacting humans and objects, and c ∈ [0, 1] represents the confidence score for the bounding box prediction. For the text encoder, it takes as input the raw text of
interactions (e.g., riding horse, lassoing cow) and encodes
them into a set of semantic features {s}, where s ∈ RD
shares the same feature space as h. Then, we perform the
interaction recognition based on the similarity h⊤ s. In the
following, we provide the details of our visual and text encoder as well as the loss functions to learn the HOI detector.
3.2.1

HOI Visual Encoder

In our preliminary study, we find that CLIP [35] has
obtained a good transferable visual-and-text reference by
learning from a large collection of image-text pairs. Our

method treats CLIP as an external knowledge base and aim
to distill its knowledge for HOI detection. It is a nontrivial task since CLIP is originally designed for image-level
recognition, while we want to detect the bounding boxes
and perform an instance-level interaction recognition. To
mend this gap, we propose a new ViT-based [7] visual encoder.
ViT-based Visual Encoder The visual encoder takes an
image I ∈ RH×W ×3 with a fixed resolution (e.g., 224 ×
224). It divides the image into small patches with size
P × P (e.g., 16 × 16) and projects them as a sequence
[x01 ; x02 ; . . . ; x0N ], where xℓi ∈ RD denotes the embedding
of i-th image patch and ℓ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L} denotes the index
of Transformer layers. For the ease of presentation, here we
consider that x0i has already included the positional embedding. In ViT, a learnable embedding z 00 ∈ RD (also known
as [CLS] token) is prepended to the sequence of patch embeddings. Its output z L
0 from the last layer will serve as the
representation of the image. The [CLS] token aggregates
the useful information from the sequence of patches using
the softmax attention mechanism [44]. Denote the input as
X 0 = [z 00 ; x01 ; x02 ; . . . ; x0N ] ∈ R(N +1)×D . The ViT performs the following steps at each layer ℓ = 1, . . . , L,
 \label {eq:vit_mha} \begin {gathered} \boldsymbol {X}'_\ell = \text {MHA}\big (\boldsymbol {X}_{\ell -1}\big ) + \boldsymbol {X}_{\ell -1} \\ \boldsymbol {X}_\ell = \text {MLP}\big (\text {LN}(\boldsymbol {X}'_\ell )\big ) + \boldsymbol {X}'_{\ell } \end {gathered} 

(1)

where MHA refers to the Multi-Head Attention module [44], LN represents the LayerNorm [1] and MLP is a
two-layer perceptron. We assume that MHA has an LN
layer inside to normalize the input and it is omitted in the
above equation for a concise presentation.
New Tokens for HOI Detection Different from imagelevel recognition, we aim to perform instance-level HOI
detection. In this way, similar to [CLS], we introduce
a sequence of new HOI tokens [HOI]1 , [HOI]2 , . . . ,
[HOI]M . We expect that they can act like [CLS] to aggregate the useful information with respect to different interactions in the image. Let H 0 = [h01 ; h02 ; . . . ; h0M ] be the
initial state of [HOI] tokens, where hℓi ∈ RD . We perform
the following steps alternatively to aggregate the information from the image patches,
  \label {eq:hoi_mha} \begin {gathered} \boldsymbol {H}'_\ell = \text {MHA}\big (\boldsymbol {H}_{\ell -1}, \boldsymbol {X}_{\ell -1}^{[1:]}, \boldsymbol {X}_{\ell -1}^{[1:]} \big ) + \boldsymbol {H}_{\ell -1} \\ \boldsymbol {H}_\ell = \text {MLP}\big (\text {LN}(\boldsymbol {H}'_\ell )\big ) + \boldsymbol {H}'_{\ell } \end {gathered} 

(2)
[1:]

Here we treat H ℓ−1 as the query and X ℓ−1 as the key
and value for MHA. We assume that all inputs will first pass
a LN layer to be normalized. For a concise presentation, we
omit the LN in the above MHA equation. It is worth noting
that we mask out the [CLS] token z 0ℓ−1 and only feed the
[1:]
ℓ−1
image patch embeddings X ℓ−1 = [x1ℓ−1 ; xℓ−1
2 ; . . . ; xN ].
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Figure 3. Illustration of the HOI sequence parsing. The main goal
is to enable each [HOI] token to be aware of its predecessors to
encourage a unique detection.

The main reason is that [HOI] tokens tend to directly copy
the feature of [CLS] and fail to identify the true meaningful image patches.
HOI Sequence Parser As shown in Figure 2, there could
be multiple interactions between different humans and objects in a single image. In this case, we expect that [HOI]
tokens can differentiate them and respond to different interactions. However, we find that it is difficult to achieve
so solely based on the initial state, [h01 ; h02 ; . . . ; h0M ]. We
suspect that this is mainly because [HOI] tokens are processed in parallel. As a result, they are not aware of what
interactions have been detected by others. To alleviate this
issue, we introduce a module to parse the tokens in a sequence manner.
At each layer ℓ, we obtain the output from the MHA,
i.e., [hℓ1 ; hℓ2 ; . . . ; hℓM ]. The main goal of the parser module
is to enable tokens to differentiate themselves and find different interactions. Motivated by this, we propose to parse
each [HOI] token based on its predecessor in the sequence.
Specifically, we aim to learn a mapping function F(·|·) to
update the feature of [HOI]i , hℓi , depending on [CLS]
and its predecessors, [HOI]1 to [HOI]i−1 . This can be
written as
  \boldsymbol {h}_i^\ell := \mathcal {F}(\boldsymbol {h}_i^\ell | \boldsymbol {z}_0^\ell , \boldsymbol {h}_1^\ell , \dots , \boldsymbol {h}_{i-1}^\ell ) 

(3)

The intuition is that we expect the first token [HOI]1 can
find one interaction (e.g., maybe the salient one) based on
the [CLS] token (i.e., z ℓ0 ). Then, the second token [HOI]2
can build on what [HOI]1 aims to detect and find a different one, and so on for the other tokens. The parser is instantiated as an MHA module and we use a mask to limit
the attention region so that only the preceding ones can be
considered for each token. This module is added to each
layer after the steps in Eq 2. Figure 3 shows an example
of how the parser works compared with the original parallel
processing.
Projection Head and Bounding Box Regressor The
output from the final layer will serve as the representation
L
L
of interactions, i.e., [hL
1 ; h2 ; . . . ; hM ]. Then, we feed them
to two different head networks. The first one is a linear
projection, Fproj (h) : RD 7→ RD . It maps the feature to

the joint visual-and-text space. Similar to [35], we compute its similarity with the features from the text encoder
for interaction recognition. The second one is a bounding
box regressor Fbbox (h) : RD 7→ R9 . It predicts a confidence score and the bounding box of the interacting human
and object, [c, bp , bo ], where bt ∈ R4 , t ∈ {p, s} denotes
the normalized bounding box coordinate as [3]. It is worth
noting that this is a class-agnostic regressor, since the object category is also recognized in the joint visual-and-text
space. Furthermore, we use a confidence score c ∈ [0, 1]
to estimate whether the bounding box prediction captures a
true interaction. In our method, we introduce a fixed size
of M tokens, while the number of interactions in the image
can vary from case to case. Suppose there are m < M interactions in the image, we expect that the remaining M − m
tokens will have a low score such that their predictions can
be filtered out.
3.2.2

Text Encoding

The main goal of the text encoder is to map the raw text description of interactions to the feature space and then compare them with the output from the above HOI visual encoder. The raw text will be tokenized and encoded as a
sequence of word embeddings. A learnable [EOS] token
will be appended to the end and its output from the last layer
will be treated as the representation of the whole sentence.
Recent studies [35, 54] have shown that the choices of contexts words surrounding the class name can significantly influence the recognition accuracy. In this work, we use the
pretrained CLIP text encoder and freeze it during training.
Our main focus is to explore the most suitable way to build
the raw text description for human interactions.
The interaction category is typically defined as an
actions-objects pair, e.g., (ride, horse), (lasso, cow), etc.
Follow [35], one naive approach is to use a predefined format to fill in the blank, e.g., “a photo of a person [ACT]
[OBJ]”. Here [ACT] and [OBJ] can be replaced by the
true category names of the action and object respectively.
However, we observe that it is difficult to find a universal
format that can suit all interactions. For example, given an
action “fishing” and an object “fishing pole”, it does not
make sense for the sentence, “a photo of a person fishing
fishing pole”. Inspired by [54], we instead form the sentence using learnable context tokens. Figure 2 shows how
we build the text input. Specifically, we introduce a few
[PREFIX] tokens at the beginning of the sentence to replace the manually defined words, like “a photo of a person”. Besides, we use a few learnable [CONJUN] tokens to
automatically determine how to connect the category names
of the action and object. In Table 4, we investigate other
ways to build the text description. We observe that compared with a predefined format, such an automatic way can
obtain a notable improvement for the HOI detection.

3.2.3

Training

In this subsection, we present the loss functions used to train
the HOI detector. The loss functions can be roughly divided
into two parts: (1) losses for the visual-and-text alignment
and (2) losses for box regression.
We first perform a bipartite matching [3] between the
predictions and the ground truth per image to encourage
unique detection. In this way, each ground truth can only asi
i
sociate with one [HOI] token. Let {(hi , ĉi , b̂p , b̂o }M
i=1 be
i
i
K
the predictions per image and {(si , bp , bo )}i=1 be the annotated targets. The bipartite matching aims to find an association, ϕ = [ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . , ϕM ]. Here ϕi ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , K}
denotes the index of the associated target for [HOI]i and
ϕi = 0 means that no target is assigned. Let Lm (i, ϕi ) be
the matching cost between the i-th token and ϕi -th annotated target. It can be computed by
  \mathcal {L}_m(i, \phi _i) = \mathcal {L}_{b}(\hat {\boldsymbol {b}}_p^i, \boldsymbol {b}_p^{\phi _i}) + \mathcal {L}_{b}(\hat {\boldsymbol {b}}_o^i, \boldsymbol {b}_o^{\phi _i}) + \mathcal {L}_{h}(\hat {\boldsymbol {h}}_i, \boldsymbol {s}_{\phi _i})  (4)
Here Lb represents the bounding box regression loss, including both ℓ1 loss and generalized IoU loss as used in [3].
The last item Lh is the loss for the interaction recognition.
We follow CLIP [35] to compute it as the sum of visual-totext and text-to-visual cross entropy loss,
  \mathcal {L}_{h}(\hat {\boldsymbol {h}}_i, \boldsymbol {s}_{\phi _i}) = \mathcal {L}_{v2t} + \mathcal {L}_{t2v} 

(5)

Different from image-level recognition, we need to compute the loss in the instance-level per image. As shown in
Figure 2, one text label may correspond to multiple [HOI]
tokens. To handle this, we rewrite the text-to-visual classification loss as
 \label {eq:t2v} \mathcal {L}_{t2v} = - \log \frac {\exp (\boldsymbol {h}_i^\top \boldsymbol {s}_{\phi _i} / \tau ) }{\sum _{j: \phi _j \neq \phi _i} \exp (\boldsymbol {h}_j^\top \boldsymbol {s}_{\phi _i} / \tau )} 

(6)

where τ is a temperature parameter. The main idea is to
omit other [HOI] tokens with the same text label. As each
[HOI] token can ensure that there is only one text label to
be assigned, the visual-to-text can be written as
  \mathcal {L}_{v2t} = - \log \frac {\exp (\boldsymbol {h}_i^\top \boldsymbol {s}_{\phi _i} / \tau ) }{\sum _{j} \exp (\boldsymbol {h}_i^\top \boldsymbol {s}_j / \tau )} 

(7)

Before the backpropagation, we first find the best bipartitePmatching ϕ∗ by solving the objective function
M
minϕ i=1 Lm (i, ϕi ) − ĉi . Given that M is usually small,
the bipartite matching will not incur much computation.
Once we find ϕ∗ , we can determine the label ci for the
confidence score, where ci = 0 if [HOI]i does not match
any target; otherwise, ci = 1. Subsequently, we update the
model parameters by minimizing the following loss based
on the matching result ϕ∗ ,
  \min \sum _i \mathcal {L}_m(i, \phi ^\ast _i) + \mathcal {L}_c(\hat {c}_i, c_i) 

(8)

Table 2. Comparison of our proposed method with two baselines
using CLIP for interaction recognition.
HICO-DET
SWIG-HOI
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen
Disjoint detection + CLIP 15.10
13.42
11.98
6.96
8.94
16.95
6.21
One-stage detector + Proj 25.41
THID (our method)
24.32
17.53
17.29
9.17

where Lc is the standard cross-entropy loss. We initialize
the MHA in Eq. 2 using the pretrained weights of CLIP. To
eliminate the knowledge forgetting during the fine-tuning
on target set, we frozen all parameters of CLIP (i.e., parameters in Eq. 1) and only update the newly added modules.

4. Experiments
The main purpose of this work is to develop a Transferable Human-object Interaction Detector (namely, THID)
that can also work on the unseen combinations between human actions and objects. In this section, we present our
experiment details and report the results on the generalized
zero-shot detection setup.
Datasets Our experiments are mainly conducted on two
datasets, HICO-DET [4] and SWIG-HOI [47]. HICODET dataset provides 600 combinations between 117 human actions and 80 objects. We follow previous works [15,
16] to simulate a zero-shot detection setting by holding out
120 rare interactions. That is, we only use 480 seen interactions to train the HOI detector, while the detectors need to
detect all 600 interactions. SWIG-HOI dataset provides diverse human interactions with large-vocabulary objects. It
includes 400 human actions and 1000 object categories. Instead of simulating the zero-shot scenario via hold-out like
HICO-DET, SWIG-HOI has unseen combinations naturally
in the test set given the large category space of actions and
objects. The test set has ∼14k images and ∼5.5k interactions, where ∼1.8k interactions are not included in the training set.
Implementation Details Our model is built upon the pretrained CLIP and all its parameters are frozen during our
training. For the visual encoder, we use the ViT-B/16 version, where it takes as input a 224 × 224 × 3 image and divides it into 16 × 16 × 3 patches, leading to 196(= 14 × 14)
image [patch] tokens. In our experiments, we introduce
10 learnable [HOI] tokens to detect human-object interactions. The visual encoder has a total of 12 layers. For
the text encoder, we introduce 8 [prefix] tokens at the
beginning and 4 [conjun] tokens to connect the words of
human actions and objects. These hyperparameters were set
based on grid searches. We train our model for 100 epochs
on 4 GPUs with a batch size of 128. We set the learning
rate as 0.0001 and use the Adam optimizer with decoupled
weight decay regularization [30].

Table 3. Experimental results of various parsing modules among
[HOI] tokens on SWIG-HOI. † The [CLS] token is ablated from
the module.
Parser
ViT-B/16
+ SetParser†
+ SetParser
+ SeqParser†
+ SeqParser

✓
✓
✓
✓

Seq.

✓
✓

[CLS]

✓
✓

Non-rare
12.26
15.14
16.93
15.78
17.67

Rare
7.90
9.18
10.09
11.23
12.82

Unseen
6.27
6.02
7.07
8.43
10.04

Evaluation Metrics We report the standard mean Average Precision (mAP) for HOI detection. We first compute the AP per interaction and then take the mean. A
prediction, to be considered as true positive, requires (1)
both of the predicted human and object bounding box have
an Intersection-over-Union (IoU) of 0.5 or higher with the
ground truth and (2) interaction prediction matches the correct category. Following [4], we further divide the interactions into non-rare, rare, and unseen cases based on their
occurrences in the training set.

4.1. Ablation Studies
4.1.1

Vision Transformer with HOI tokens

We first validate our proposed method by comparing it
against two straightforward baselines. (1) Disjoint detection + CLIP: We decompose the HOI detection into two
disjoint stages. The first stage detects the bounding boxes
of humans and objects. We fine-tune the Faster RCNN [36]
on the target dataset to produce boxes. Then, their union region is cropped and fed to the pretrained CLIP model for interaction recognition. (2) One-stage detector + Projection:
We modify the state-of-the-art Transformer-based one-stage
HOI detector QPIC [40] to work with CLIP. Instead of directly predicting the interaction categories, we now use an
MLP to project the visual feature to align with the text feature from pretrained CLIP. This is trained in an end-to-end
manner. More details of the baseline methods are in the
supplementary material.
Table 2 reports the performance of the baselines and our
method. For the baseline, disjoint detection + CLIP, the
result shows that it generally performs well on unseen interactions. But we observe that it usually fails in cases when
the union regions of two different interactions are roughly
the same, since it always tends to find the most salient one.
For the second baseline, one-stage detector + Projection, we
observe that it is good for detecting seen interactions and
achieve an mAP of 25.41 and 16.95 on two datasets. But its
performance on unseen interactions is generally worse than
the others. This suggests that this baseline tends to overfit the seen interactions and fails to transfer the knowledge
from CLIP. In comparison, our proposed method can obtain
a more balanced result between the seen and unseen interactions.

Figure 4. Distribution of detected object w.r.t. the top 5 frequently
used [HOI] tokens. We draw the center of object bounding boxes
in the normalized image plane.
Table 4. Experimental results of various sentence patterns on
SWIG-HOI dataset. [OBJ DEF] and [ACT DEF] represent the
detailed definition of object and action categories respectively.
Sentence pattern
A photo of a person [ACT] [OBJ]
A photo of a person [ACT] [OBJ]. [OBJ DEF]
A photo of a person [ACT] [OBJ]. [ACT DEF]
[Prefix] [ACT] [Conjun] [OBJ]

4.1.2

N-Rare
11.98
12.22
14.97
17.67

Rare
7.11
8.66
9.62
12.82

Unseen
6.96
7.70
8.22
10.04

Sequential HOI Parser

Here we evaluate the necessity of our proposed sequence
parser. We introduce a sequence parser to encourage unique
detections among [HOI] tokens. In Table 3, we show the
performance of different approaches. First, we ablate the
sequence parser from the model and it reduces to a vanilla
ViT-B/16 [7] with only a few newly appended [HOI] tokens. It shows a huge performance drop, from 17.67 to
12.26 on non-rare interactions and 10.04 to 6.27 on unseen
interactions. Second, we remove the attention constraints
such that each token can consider all others instead of seeing only the tokens in front. This is named as SetParser in
Table 3. We observe that this way slightly drops the mAP
on non-rare interactions but significantly affects the performance on the rare and unseen ones. Third, we remove the
[CLS] tokens from the sequence parser. The result suggests that including [CLS] token estimated by CLIP can
bring extra benefits for the parser. We believe that it is because [CLS] token has a global understanding of the image
and thus it can provide some priors for our instance-level
HOI detection.
To better understand the functions of sequence parser,
Figure 4 visualizes the distributions of object bounding
boxes in the normalized image plane with respect to the
top 5 frequently used [HOI] tokens. We observe that the
first [HOI] token usually responses to the salient object in
the image center. And the other tokens focus on different
nearby regions to detect other interactions.
4.1.3

Text Description of Interactions

Table 4 reports the experimental results of using different sentence formats. Interestingly, we observe that appending the definition of actions and objects (provided by
SWIG [33]) can boost the result. For example, the definition of “washing” is to “remove (a stain or dirt) in a washing manner.” And a “car” means “a motor vehicle with four
wheels”. This observation suggests that a detailed defini-

Table 5. Ablation studies of unsymmetrical classification loss.
Non-rare Rare Unseen
Ablation of text-to-visual loss
15.81
11.83
9.30
Multi-label soft margin loss
13.98
8.01
6.02
Hold-out cross entropy loss
17.67
12.82
10.04
Table 6. Comparison of our proposed THID with state-of-the-art
methods on HICO-DET under the simulated zero-shot setting.

Shen, WACV18 [38]
FG, AAAI20 [2]
VCL, ECCV20 [15]
ATL, CVPR21 [16]
FCL, CVPR21 [17]
THID, Ours

One-stage
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✓

Unseen
5.62
10.93
10.06
9.18
13.16
15.53

Seen
12.60
24.28
24.67
24.23
24.32

Full
6.26
12.26
21.43
21.57
22.01
22.96

Table 7. Comparison of our proposed THID with state-of-the-art
methods on SWIG-HOI dataset.
Non-rare Rare Unseen
Full

JSR, ECCV20 [33]
CHOID, ICCV21 [47]
QPIC† , CVPR21 [40]
THID, Ours

10.01
10.93
16.95
17.67

6.10
6.63
10.84
12.82

2.34
2.64
6.21
10.04

6.08
6.64
11.12
13.26

perimental results of our detector and existing methods. Our
method can obtain a gain of 2.37 mAP on unseen interactions and achieve a comparable result on seen interactions.
It is worth noting that compared with other methods, like
FCL [17] and ATL [16], we do not predetermine the unseen
interactions during the training stage.

4.3. Comparison on SWIG-HOI dataset
tion can help to reduce the ambiguity to some extent and
increase the accuracy. Due to the CLIP text encoder limiting the max sequence length to 76, it does not allow us
to attain the performance of appending both the action and
object definition. To ease the generation of raw text, we propose to use learnable tokens to replace the specific words,
like “a photo of a person”. In this way, we can achieve a notable improvement on all non-rare, rare, and unseen cases.
In our main experiments, we focus on the above approach
without appending the definition, as not all HOI datasets
provide detailed explanations of interactions.
4.1.4

Unsymmetrical classification loss

Different from the original CLIP [35], the HOI detection
task cannot apply the symmetric image-to-text and text-toimage classification loss, since multiple interactions in the
image may share the same text description. Table 5 lists several possible ways to address this issue. A naive solution
is to ablate the text-to-visual classification loss. Another
possible solution is to treat it as a multi-label classification
problem. Then, we can formulate the text-to-visual loss
in Eq. 6 as the multi-label soft margin loss. However, we
observe that such a hybrid approach significantly compromises the performance. We suspect that the hybrid losses
significantly change how the visual-and-text alignment is
learned by the CLIP. It learns to build a new joint space instead of fine-tuning, as a result, leads to a huge loss on the
transferable knowledge of CLIP. For this reason, we propose to modify the cross-entropy loss by holding out the
tokens with the same text label.

4.2. Comparison on HICO-DET dataset
In this section, we compare our method with state-of-theart methods on the HICO-DET dataset. We mainly compare
against the existing methods which are designed to address
both the seen and unseen interactions, including FG [2],
VCL [15], ATL [16] and FCL [17]. Table 6 reports the ex-

Here we compare our method with state-of-the-art methods on the SWIG-HOI dataset. We compare against the recent works JSL [33] and CHOID [47]. We also report one
baseline using one-stage detector and projection as introduced in Sec 4.1.1. We train the one-stage QPIC to detect
interacting humans and objects and then map them into the
joint feature space of CLIP. Table 7 presents the experimental results. As shown, our proposed method can achieve a
2.14 mAP improvement on all interactions and a notable
3.83 mAP gain on unseen interactions.

4.4. Limitations
The current implementation of our visual encoder requires a fixed input resolution (i.e., 224 × 224). This limits
its ability on bounding box detection, especially for small
objects. In our experiment, we observe that our detector is
good at recognition, while it performs slightly worse on box
localization than the other detectors which can use multiscale training to enhance the detection quality.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we develop a transferable HOI detector
via joint visual-and-text modeling. We propose a new
Transformer-based visual encoder with new HOI tokens and
a sequence parser module to detect multiple human interactions in the image. An automatic text formatting method is
presented to ease the generation of raw text descriptions for
interaction categories. Our proposed detector is capable of
handling a large variety of unseen interactions. Experiments
on two datasets show that it can achieve state-of-the-art performance on both seen and unseen HOI detection.
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